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~ INTRODUCTION

Themes and Aims

I N A MEMOIR dated 1473, the Florentine merchant and patron Giovanni
Rucellai stated that he had "spent a great deal of money" on his house,
the fa<rade of the church of Santa Maria Novella, the chapel and tomb in

the church of San Pancrazio, and other projects. He observed that these com
missions brought him "the greatest contentment and the greatest pleasure
because they serve the glory of God, the honor ofthe city, and the commemo
ration of myself' 1 Our study, although recognizing the importance of the first
two benefits mentioned by Rucellai, focuses primarily on patron's payoffs of
the third kind: the celebration of individuals and their families. A clear-cut ex
ample is Rucellai's name emblazoned in Latin across the fa<rade of the church
of Santa Maria Novella [fig. 0.1]. Personal promotion through art was highly
effective, largely accepted, and extremely widespread in Renaissance Italy, as in
many other locales and eras. The ways in which artists met their patrons' needs
for self-promotion dramatically affected the nature, appearance, and content of
paintings, sculptures, and buildings. Consciously or intuitively, they worked in
alliance with patrons to produce value for patrons as well as themselves.

Commissioned art always conveys information about the patron. Crucial
decisions inherent in the creation of a specific work tell a great deal about the
person who ordered it. The selection of the artist, materials, size, location, and
subject help to indicate the benefits that a commission was expected to bring,
as well as its intended audience. The choices made by a patron take on even
more significance when considered with both costs and limiting factors, or
"constraints:' such as the availability of desirable artists, materials, and display
locations. Analytical tools and models recently developed in economics ad
dress the sending and receiving of information. They comprise an important
and recent subfield called the "economics of information." We employ and
develop some of its central concepts to create a general framework for the
study of commissioned art.

This volume aims to foster a lasting dialogue between two fields that rarely
communicate, art history and economic theory. It offers a rare instance of the
economics of information applied to historical settings, specifically the Italian
Renaissance. Part 1 sets forth economic frameworks to promote sophisticated
analyses of art patronage. Part 2 presents illustrative cases, developed by sev
eral other authors as well as ourselves, that focus on painting, sculpture, and
architecture commissioned and executed in central and northern Italy between
the early 13oos and the late 15oos. The final, extended essay presents examples 1
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from other locales and other time frames to illustrate the broad applicability
of our framework.

For students and historians of art and society, the economic theories and
models we describe and develop offer four primary benefits. First, they estab
lish a broad conceptual framework that delineates the relationships among
patrons, artists, and audiences, and identifies the benefits that commissions
brought to each. For example, a significant stimulus for patrons was the de
sire to signal status, as has long been recognized and discussed by art histo
rians. Our framework draws on recently developed and new theories in the
economics of information to isolate critical elements of art commissions that
enable them to transmit meaningful information. This conceptual framework
allows us to discuss the impact of individual works in a more precise manner
than was possible previously.

Second, the theories and models offered here point to important, previously
unexplored areas, and thereby encourage art historians to ask new questions.
For example, why did many churches sell some private chapels for high prices
and other chapels at extremely low ones? (That question is answered in chap
ter 5.) Our methods provide a means for art historians to incorporate findings



from economics well beyond such traditional concepts as supply and demand.
For example, to answer the type of question just raised, Renaissance scholars
might consider some new ideas from economics, such as insights coming from
decisions to purchase education or engage in philanthropy to indicate status.

Third, our models facilitate comparisons between art commissions in Re
naissance Italy and those made in different periods and geographic areas. Fourth,
our approach helps scholars teach basic principles of art patronage, applicable
for virtually any place or time. While developing our theories of patronage,
we found it essential to describe mechanisms often taken for granted, and to
illustrate them with concrete examples. This will assist those with little experi
ence in art history, be they university students or scholars working in other
disciplines.

Though we address the broad realm of "art;' we concentrate on commis
sioned works that the patron expected an intended audience to see, appreciate
for their aesthetic merit, and identify as made-to-order for a certain individu
al or group. Equally important, these viewers were expected to recognize the
challenges or difficulties that the patron faced in creating the work, notably the
cost, but also in securing the artist, materials, and locale. In short, the book
focuses on what we label "conspicuous commissions:' This phrase seeks to cap
ture the central elements of "conspicuous consumption;' Thorstein Veblen's
famed term for spending behavior intended to convey the consumer's status.
More than a century ago, he observed that the "gentleman ofleisure" consumes
"beyond the minimum required for subsistence and physical efficiency.... He
consumes freely and of the best, in food, drink, narcotics, shelter, services,
ornaments, apparel, weapons and accoutrements.... Since the consumption
of these more excellent goods is an evidence of wealth, it becomes honorific;
and conversely, the failure to consume in due quantity and quality becomes
a mark of inferiority and demerif'2 Veblen found "conspicuous consumption"
irrational and wasteful, even despicable. More recent scholars have focused
on the practical use of such behavior to signal status. For example, the social
historian Peter Burke adapted Veblen's approach in his nuanced essay on "con
spicuous consumption in seventeenth-century Italy:' Focusing on palaces and
coaches, Burke demonstrated the importance of this ostentation and "the in
formal rule of consumption which individuals and families ignored at their
peril:'3 To distinguish themselves from those oflesser status, they felt the need
to demonstrate "magnificence;' a central concept discussed in chapter 3.

These intertwined objectives of signaling status and demonstrating mag
nificence, both attributes of crucial importance to the present volume, were
articulated elegantly in a treatise written by Alessandro Piccolomini in 1552.

The Sienese nobleman explained that

the munificent should make every effort so that his works cannot be easily imi

tated, and should always seek to outdo what has already been done by others on
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similar occasions. His country houses must be magnificent and splendid, the gar

dens sumptuous, the town house grand and splendid and furnished in accordance

with his degree and something over.4

The economic historian Guido Guerzoni employed this passage to help doc
ument his convincing argument that in the Italian Renaissance, the type of
expenditure noted by Veblen "seems to be more the result of a conscientious,
effective and rational calculation, than unconscious or ostentatious consum
erist impulse:'5 In his pathbreaking study Wealth and the Demand for Art in
Italy, 1300-1600, Richard Goldthwaite concluded that, for affluent patrons in
Italy, commissions "expressed their sense of what constituted noble status;
their spending habits arose from what is perhaps the universal desire of the
rich to utilize wealth to set themselves off from ordinary people:'6 Gold
thwaite demonstrated the particular importance of art in late medieval and
Renaissance Italy. Though the urbanized elites had consolidated their exalted
social position, they felt the need "to formulate an ideological confirmation of
a class that ... did not have the tangible evidence of status that the northern
feudal nobility could take for granted-familial estates, seigniorial jurisdic
tion, privileges, titles:'7 In short, these Italian patrons used art to communicate
essential but difficult-to-convey information-their elevated station in society.
Whereas Goldthwaite focused on art patrons and collectors as a group, count
less Renaissance sources indicate that individuals thought about commis
sions in terms of the distinction they could communicate. This comes across
not only in grand treatises, such as Piccolomini's, but also in informal letters.
In 1491, Isabella d'Este ordered some "black cloth for a mantle, such as shall
be without a rival in the world.... If it is only as good as those which others
wear, I had rather be without it!"8 Thus, the Marchioness of Mantua wanted
her clothing to express not only the highest quality but something that set
her apart from others.

This desire for distinction, analyzed in a fundamental sociological study by
Pierre Bourdieu, is perfect material for the economics of information, which
explores how information is consciously transmitted and deciphered.9 In tra
ditional economics, the most powerful results arise in perfect markets, where
decision makers are well informed-they have adequate information about any
"product" they buy, and about workers or managers they hire. In such mar
kets, consumers know all they need to know to accurately identify, say, the
quality of ancient Roman sculpture. Prices reflect only quality and availability.
Such ideal markets are rare; more often, markets are plagued with limited
information. For example, a dealer selling antiquities is more aware than the
potential buyer about the gray zones in the provenance or conservation of a
work; the scholar knows better than nonspecialist readers if a new study stands
on sturdy or shaky ground.



The economics of information explores how such imperfect information
is transmitted and digested. It addresses, for example, how manufacturers
or retailers communicate information about their products, how individuals
convey their capabilities to potential employers, and how firms convey their
prospects to financial markets. People daily take advantage of the economics
of information without fully understanding its conceptual models, distilling
truthful information from messages that are conveyed, actions that are taken,
and records that are tallied.

The theory of signaling, one of the prime concepts in the economics of
information, was developed by Michael Spence, who was awarded the Nobel
Prize in Economics in 2001, along with two others who pioneered the eco
nomics of information. 10 Spence's classic book, Market Signaling, showed that
capable individuals who could not directly demonstrate their skills to an
anonymous job market might beneficially acquire a "costly" signal-a college
degree-to do so. This signal can be secured at high but affordable cost by
a motivated and talented person, but both getting into and getting through
college would be extremely expensive to a less capable individual. This signifi
cant differential in costs makes the signal a reliable indicator of quality, and
makes securing a college education worthwhile, even though the information
learned in the process might be irrelevant to a prospective employer.

Most economic analyses focus on benefits that translate easily into dollars
and cents. Even studies of economic history usually concentrate on questions
of prices, compensation, salaries, and markets. The economics of informa
tion, however, applies readily to historical situations, such as art commissions,
where benefits are not readily tallied in monetary terms. Such commissions
rarely bring direct financial gain to patrons. Patrons accept the costs of com
missions, together with the burden of their constraints, to obtain rewards or
benefits that vary depending on the time, place, and individuals concerned.

What are those benefits? In Renaissance Italy, many patrons employed both
words and actions to communicate self-serving messages. This constituted an
important part of how the elite conducted themselves in behavior that Stephen
Greenblatt called "self-fashioning:'ll They created an image of themselves that
corresponded to, and in turn helped define, the norms of behavior and ap
pearance in their society. For the affluent and noble, a key aspect of that image
was the display of magnificence. In his short treatise The Virtue of Magnifi
cence (1498), Giovanni Pontano explained that noble people are particularly
intent "to realize the long lasting of their name and reputation, for which man's
desire is infinite; moreover, especially for public buildings, the longer they last,
the greater the glory they bring the person who built them:'12

Pontano's text provides a useful guide to the "theory of magnificence;' per
haps the most useful concept developed in modern patronage studies. This
theory explores, as we do, the motivations behind expensive art commissions.

INTRODUCTION
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Outline of This Volume

In the first part of the book, we examine conspicuous commissions through
the lens of game theory. This theory focuses on how people behave in inter
active situations, in which one person's payoff depends on the behavior of
another individual or group. The term "game" may sound frivolous to some,
but in recent decades economists, political scientists, and sociologists have
used it to describe situations as varied as war, competition in markets, politi
cal campaigns, and relations within the family. Game theory lays bare the
underpinnings of these interactive situations and has won a highly prominent
place in modern economics. 13 The Nobel Memorial Prize in Economics went

to game theorists in both 1994 and 2005, and their work was employed by the
2001 winners, who developed the economics ofinformation. 14 To understand

any game, the first step is to identify the players. In the game represented by
art commissions, the patron and artist are naturally the most important players,
but the intended audience is also an indispensable participant.

In chapter 1, we describe the roles of patrons, artists, and audiences within
principal and agent relationships, a central concept from the economics of
information. Throughout societies worldwide and across time, the division of
labor often leads to situations in which one person works on behalf of another.
The first is called an agent; the second is the principal, the person who delin
eates the task and for whom the agent works. We expect the agent to serve the
interests of the principal. The agent, who often has distinctive knowledge and
capabilities, has considerable discretion in conducting the task.

We address the patron-to-artist relationship as one of principal to agent.
Specifically, during the Italian Renaissance, the patron selected the artist and
paid the bill; the artist acted as the agent charged to carry out the work with
skill and aesthetic sensibilities. The approval process, of both the preliminary
drawing or model and the final work, helped to ensure that the message con
veyed by art reflected the patron's interests. Commissions usually led to a sym
biotic collaboration between patrons and the artists. Both members of this
"creative duo" aimed to favorably impress the audience, which consisted of
contemporaries drawn from various classes, future viewers, and viewers in
Heaven, mainly God and the holy intercessors, Mary and the saints. Thus, we
could say that in working to impress viewers, both the patrons and the artists
were working in tandem as agents for these principals, their audience. The
members of each audience would view, learn from, and appreciate works of
art, or so patrons and artists hoped. Similarly, the readers of a scholarly book
can be thought of as its principals; they expect to learn, and they hope the
material will be presented in an appealing style. The author-agents must as
sess how one or more types of readers will interpret and react to a planned
book. If these agents fail to provide valuable and accessible information, the
principals will neither read, nor recommend, nor cite the work.



After the players and their relationships are identified, game theory calls
for scholars to establish the task at hand, and the rules of behavior. In this
book, the patron's main task is to assert or increase his (or less frequently her)
reputation through commissioned art. Chapter 2 examines the three major
factors that patrons, as well as their artist agents, had to consider. They were
the projected benefits (the reasons for commissioning a given work); the pro
jected costs (financial and important other costs as well); and the applicable
constraints, such as restrictions on extravagant displays, or the availability of
distinguished locations.

These three elements, benefits, costs, and constraints, provide a framework
for analyzing commissions. The patron's goal was to commission a work that
would maximize benefits less costs, while working within the applicable con
straints. The relevant benefits and costs do not lend themselves to a common
metric-for example, enhanced status and financial cost are not readily com
parable-so the patron had to weigh the tradeoffs between them subjectively.
The artist was charged with producing a work that met the goals of the patron.
The second chapter provides several questions-what were the benefits to
patrons? what type of financial and social costs did they face? what constraints

applied? who were the intended audiences?-that can be applied to commis
sions in any period.

The last two chapters in part I explore the strategies used by players in the
commissioning game to obtain the desired benefits, while limiting costs and
working within established constraints. Chapter 3 presents the two economic
theories already mentioned: the Renaissance notion of magnificence, and the
modern one of signaling. Like higher education, used to signal one's overall
quality to an anonymous job market, works of art were employed to convey
broad favorable characteristics. The most common attributes conveyed were
wealth, status, and-especially for religious commissions-piety. The financial
expenditure alone required to create most commissioned paintings, sculptures,

and especially buildings in Renaissance Italy signaled the patron's wealth, since
only the wealthy could afford such outlays.

Chapter 4 introduces two new models for examining commissions: "sign
posting" and "stretching:' The first is little known in economics; the second is

newly developed for this study. Together, they introduce the element of pro
viding information that is selective, misleading, or exaggerated. Patrons used
these mechanisms to communicate information about themselves through the
art they commissioned.

The second part of the book consists of five illustrative cases that follow
our methodology. We discuss them briefly here to introduce the concepts
of signaling, signposting, and stretching. Chapters 5 and 6 show signaling in
action in late medieval and Renaissance Florence. In chapter 5, we focus on INTRODUCTION

the general phenomenon of private chapels. Though patrons rarely visited or ~

prayed in these spaces, they spent vast sums to purchase, decorate, and staff 7
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them. In return, these efforts offered patrons extraordinary opportunities to
communicate information. Moreover, the artistic commissions that furnished
these chapels represented a considerable percentage of the work carried out by
painters and sculptors throughout our period of study.

Some commissions were available to patrons both rich and exalted but were
difficult or impossible for others to make. Such projects effectively separated
the potential patrons of art into two groups. The more complete the separation,
the greater the value of the commission as a signal. Wealth without status was
often not enough for gaining access to some rare commissions, such as build
ing a chapel in a major church, and families whose wealth and power stretched
across many generations had particular advantages. As Thomas Loughman
explores in chapter 6, members of an elite lineage can set themselves apart
from others through numerous purchases over many decades.

Through "signposting" an actor indicates specific, truthful, and important
characteristics while simultaneously omitting other significant information.
What distinguishes signposting from signaling is the selective revelation of in
formation. To illustrate, the strategy of not indicating the source of one's wealth
proved popular with most nonaristocratic patrons, especially when the intended
audience included nobles. As Kelley Helmstutler Di Dio explains in chapter 7,

the sculptor Leone Leoni included many references to his learning and his ties
with the emperor in the fa~ade he designed for his home in Milan in the 1550s.
Nowhere, however, did he reveal that he had made his name and fortune as an
artist, then considered a less than exalted occupation.

"Stretching" is the exaggeration or misrepresentation of important charac
teristics to convey an image intended to bathe the patron in a favorable light.
In the Italian Renaissance, patrons and their audiences expected to see embel
lishments in art, but even by their standards there were limits to the degree
of idealization permitted. Throughout the ages, artists have shown their skill
in stretching claims about patrons; artist and patron must work together to
determine where and how far to stretch. In chapter 8, Molly Bourne recounts
how Francesco Gonzaga employed stretching. He used art to portray a major
battle against the French as a significant victory, although many of his con
temporaries considered the actual results mixed at best. The paintings, med
als' and celebrations he commissioned, most notably Mantegna's Madonna of

Victory, never assert that Gonzaga's troops trounced the army of King Charles
VIII. However, the images give a clear impression that the Italians won the day.
These splendid signposts accomplished their goal: the works of art greatly
enhanced the ruler's reputation. A variety of surrounding elements, such as
celebrations and coinage, complemented this picture.

These chapters by Loughman, Bourne, and Helmstutler Di Dio focus on
three different centuries (fourteenth, fifteenth, sixteenth); cities (Florence,
Mantua, Milan); media (architecture, painting, sculpture); types of patrons
(patrician family, noble ruler, artist); and communication strategies (signaling,



stretching, and signposting). Since the principles underlying our study are
general, they should apply to other realms and time periods as well. In chap
ter 9, Larry Silver shows that our methodology can inform art historians who
work on other genres, periods, and locales. This is the standard and expected
approach to validate a theory in economics: test it on one set of extensive data,
and then establish that it applies to other sets of data. Silver selects many of
the issues discussed in part 1 and applies them to examples from Europe in
the 1600s and the United States in the early 1900s.

Parameters and Terms

Burke observed that, in Italy, "the shift toward more conspicuous forms of
consumption took place in different cities at different times;' though "it is not
difficult to find contemporaries who declare that a fatal trend toward greater
magnificence could be noticed around the year 1600:'15 His analysis focused
on the "baroque" extravagances of the seventeenth century; our study begins
with the early 1300s, which witnessed the rebirth of the ancient idea of mag
nificence. Display strategies were developed and established during the fol
lowing three centuries, particularly in the realm of art and architecture, that
later flourished in the baroque era.

This volume uses the geographic and temporal parameters used by Gold
thwaite in his study of "the demand for art": Italy between about 1300 and
1600. The period is the first in Western history for which we have consider
able primary literature on patrons and on commissions, including prices and,
often, contemporary reactions to works. These sources have generated a vast
secondary literature, especially for the Tuscan city-state of Florence, which
enjoys a slightly disproportionate degree of attention in the first part of our
volume. In all Italy, monumental buildings were always made on commission,
as were the vast majority of the expensive and famous paintings and sculp
tures. The intended audiences could usually identify the patrons, or at least
their families. For the sake of convenience we can distinguish between "cor
porate" patrons, such as city governments, religious orders, and brotherhoods
or "confraternities;' and "private" ones, the focus of our study. These private
patrons ranged from merchants and humanists to aristocrats and rulers, and
even included a few artists. Naturally, corporate and private categories over
lapped, especially since individuals inevitably represented the interests of the
groups, such as their clan, to which they belonged.

During the late medieval and Renaissance periods, the most powerful states
on the Italian peninsula-politically, economically, and culturally-were the
Duchy of Milan, the Kingdom of Naples, the Papal States, and the Republics INTRODUCTION

of Venice and Florence. All these states are addressed in this volume, as is the ~

smaller Duchy of Mantua. Florence, in particular, had a loosely defined stan- 9
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dard of elite status, which allowed for social mobility, especially in compari
son with northern Europe. This mobility, however, came with a price: while
some ascended, others felL Many leading families across Italy faced the peri
odic risk of exile or financial ruin. The Papal States presented a special case:
the head of state-the pope-was rarely succeeded by a member of his clan.
The election of a new pope had dramatic implications for the "Princes of the
Church;' the cardinals in all Christendom and especially in Rome. This dy
namic situation in Italy provided a special incentive for those with disposable
wealth to enhance their reputation through artistic commissions. This enhance
ment would be the patron's payoff.

Our focus on specific topics within one geographic area during a single time
period enables us to hold other explanatory factors relatively fixed. This ap
proach, well established in the social and natural sciences, makes our results
more robust. In comparison to scholarly works by economic, political, and
social historians of early modern Europe, those by Italian Renaissance art
historians tend to focus on narrower periods and locations, and often on an
individual artist, patron, or monument. While these monographic studies have
produced an abundance of reliable data, this format can lead authors to em
phasize characteristics that are unique, and miss those that explain works across
multiple contexts. Though the trees stand clear, the forest gets lost. Studies
on patronage patterns provide a welcome exception of the propensity to over
specialize, and our book follows in this tradition of taking a broad view.

Our period saw the birth or reappearance of many genres well suited to
convey information about patrons, and many have remained popular in the
Western world for centuries. They range from country villas to portraits
of merchants, and within churches they include private chapels, frescoes, al
tarpieces, and tombs. We cite all these, as well as churches and palaces, as
examples of what we now call art and architecture. More specifically, we con
centrate on unique and custom-made paintings, sculptures, and structures
that were expected to exhibit aesthetic beauty, among other qualities, and we
confine ourselves to items that were expensive within their category, because
those were the ones that effectively conveyed information.

Though the definition of art we use is a modern one, it designates a body
of works that largely corresponds to those discussed by Giorgio Vasari in his
monumental Lives of the Artists (1550, 1568). Many of the categories we ig
nore' such as gardens, tapestries, and works in precious materials, also com
municated information about patrons, and could be used to illustrate our
theories. Moreover, patrons spent vast amounts on these and other examples
of "conspicuous consumption;' which we barely discuss, such as antiquities
and dress, not to mention the even costlier banquets, processions, and specta
cles. Recent calculations on the Este courts in the sixteenth century establish
that a mere 0.4 percent of the ducal expenses were devoted to painting and
sculpture. 16 These surprising figures serve to underline the effectiveness of art



for signaling. For a substantial cost, but one quite low relative to other areas
of expenditure, patrons communicated Significant amounts of information
through the visual arts.

Three additional reasons, beyond limitations of space and expertise, led us
to focus on paintings (on walls, panels, and canvas), sculptures (in stone and
metal), and architecture (churches, town houses, and villas). First, many of
the examples most respected in the period have survived relatively intact, at
least as compared with other genres. Second, these types of art and architec
ture are the best documented in regard to both their production and their re
ception. Third, the intended audience for these works could usually associate
them with specific patrons or families, and many of their names have come
down to us.

In this volume prices and fees are often provided in florins, the internation
ally recognized gold coin minted in Florence. 17 Unfortunately, magnitudes in
florins are difficult to compare over time, given the changing, ever-appreciating
value of these coins. These figures are even harder to relate to values in our
own times. Following Goldthwaite's example, we compare prices in Florence
with the contemporaneous rate of pay for unskilled construction workers in
lire, a silver coin. This wage rate remained extremely stable, at roughly one
half lira (or 10 soldi) per day between 1350 and 1527, though during this
period the value of the lira relative to the florin fell by half, from 3.5: 1 to
7:1. 18 A full-time laborer could hope to work at most about 260 days a year,
given the large number of religious holidays; thus one "man-year" of unskilled
labor cost about 130 lire. 19 We use this figure for our calculations when lire
values are available. 20 To illustrate, in 1429 Cosimo and Lorenzo de' Medici
reportedly spent 3,000 florins for the funeral of their father, Giovanni; this
corresponded to 12,450 lire or 96 man-years.21

These calculations of the prices of commissions in terms of workingmen's
wages will be the limit of our mathematical complexity; we eschew the mys
tifying mathematical formulas that are so much a part of contemporary eco
nomic analyses. (Excess use of mathematics allows economists to signal their
level of sophistication to their colleagues.) While developing ideas for this
book, and participating together in art history and economic conferences, the
principal authors often had to provide each other with definitions of basic
principles from their respective fields. Now that we understand each other, we
feel equipped to convey our models and our methodology in direct language
that should be accessible to all motivated readers.

We turn now to our discussion of economic frameworks, frameworks that
lay bare the underpinnings of sophisticated structures that were consciously
employed and intuitively understood by patrons, artists, and audiences. We
begin by discussing the roles of the three types ofplayers in the "commission
ing game:'

INTRODUCTION
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